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Miki, Gerit and Yan are the names of these three extremely
attractive boys from Lithuania and Latvia. All three are new to
Fightplace and have their d&eacute;but in &quot;Baltic Boys
XXX&quot;. After arriving at a hotel in the evening the three
boys hang around on the large hotel bed watching TV.
Afterwards they want to go to the disco, but before that to
freshen up. Miki is the first to go to take a shower, and since
they don&#39;t understand the German TV programme Yan
and Gerit are fooling around. Yan is showing off his muscles
and tries to persuade Gerit into a little fight. Shortly afterwards
they are wrestling on the mattress. Yan is the stronger and
heavier of the two and Gerit tries hard to succeed against him,
in the beginning very playfully but over the course of the fight
increasingly roughly. Miki is enjoying his bath very much and
watches them through the milky glass. He has fits of laughter
because he thinks that both of them are no good. After his
bath he wants to take on the winner. Yan is also now getting
more forceful and wants to strip off Gerit&#39;s clothes. Gerit,
however, does not give up his shorts voluntarily or easily, and
takes revenge by suddenly fiercely ripping of Yan&#39;s
pants. They wrestle naked for a while until finally Gerit is
forced to to give up. Yan enjoys his victory and triumphs by
putting his foot on Gerit. Miki doesn&#39;t like this at all,
emerging from the bathroom, sitting down beside Yan and
starting immediately to taunt him. What looked in the
beginning like a friendly tussle now turns into a hard fight.
Physically it would seem that Yan is here too the stronger
fighter, however, the battle shows the opposite. Fine-boned,
wiry Miki pounces on Yan and is extremely fast, brutal and
agile. Yan has almost no chance even to catch enough breath
to fight. Great action, super moves, it&#39;s beautiful to watch
how those two get going here. When both boys are almost
exhausted the fight takes an erotic turn; in the middle of it all
both are overwhelmed by passion. The holds become more
sensual, the moaning louder and more aroused. It&#39;s
clear who will serve whom here in the end, and it happens as
expected. Miki can relax and enjoy his victory while Gerit
watches and is inspired to play around a bit himself.

Play length approx: 76 min.
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Price : 35,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]
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Options Baltic Boys XXX :

shipping method

Download SD, Photo series (- 32,00 EUR ), DVD Shipping.
In catalog since Monday 05 September, 2011
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